CS Dept. Remote Tutoring Lab

Please email the Tutors only during their shifts below. Students must email from their CIX account and include the following information:

1. Full name
2. EmplID
3. Course, Instructor

The Tutor will then email the student a Link to the virtual room.

TUTORS

BB: Computer Science Tutor 1
Tao: tao.lin2@cix.csi.cuny.edu

BB: Computer Science Tutor 2
Ellie: jiali.chen@cix.csi.cuny.edu

BB: Computer Science Tutor 3
Cai (Andy): jiangzhongcai77@gmail.com

BB: Computer Science Tutor 4 (Uses MacBook)
Zhiqi (MacBooks): Zhiqi0121@gmail.com

BB: Computer Science Tutor 5 Group
Feng: Feng.Chen2@cix.csi.cuny.edu

Monday
Cai: 12pm-2pm, 2:30pm-3:30pm
Ellie: 4:30pm - 5:30pm

Tuesday
Tao : 9am-10am
Feng: 10am -12pm
Ellie: 2:30pm - 4:30 pm
Wednesday
Tao: 9am-10 am
Feng: 10am - 12pm
Cai: 12pm -2pm, 2:30pm -3:30pm

Thursday
Tao: 9am -10am
Feng: 10am - 12pm
Zhiqi: 12pm - 2pm
Ellie: 2:30pm - 4:30pm

Friday
Tao: 9am -10am
Zhiqi: 10am - 12pm, 12:30pm - 1:30pm